Abstract-The effects of device orientation on heavy ion-induced multiple-bit upset (MBU) in 65 nm SRAMs are examined. The MBU response is shown to depend on the orientation of the device during irradiation. The response depends on the direction of the incident ion to the n-and p-wells of the SRAM. The MBU response is simulated using Monte Carlo methods for a space environment. The probability is calculated for event size. Single-bit upsets in the space environment account for 90% of all events with exponentially decreasing probabilities of larger MBU events.
using error correction [1] . The soft-error rate of highly scaled technologies increases with device scaling [2] .
MBU increases as the size of semiconductor devices scale smaller because the distance between cells is reduced [3] [4] [5] . MBUs from broad-beam proton and neutron irradiations have been shown to depend on the orientation of the device relative to the incident beam [3] , [6] , [7] . Ions incident at large angles of incidence traverse more cells and MBU increases at these orientations. Testing of electronic devices must account for these dependencies to predict the radiation response accurately. Testing at a single device orientation may not observe the worst case MBU response. Previously it was shown that MBU cross section increases an order of magnitude for 63 MeV protons at grazing angles compared to normal incidence [3] . The cross section increases because the ionizing secondary products produced by these protons have trajectories similar to the incident proton. For these protons, the maximum likelihood of interacting with multiple cells is realized at the largest grazing angles. That is, the radiation response depends on the orientation of the device relative to the trajectories of the secondary heavy ions.
In this work, heavy ion induced MBU test results are reported for 65 nm CMOS bulk static-random-access memories (SRAMs). The data are taken by rotating the device about two orthogonal axes. MBUs exhibit a strong dependence on the axis of rotation of the device relative to the incident heavy ion beam for any linear energy transfer (LET). For higher LET ions, the probability of MBU approaches 100%; almost all events upset more than one bit. The sizes and shapes of the MBU events change for the different device orientations. Monte Carlo Radiative Energy Deposition (MRED) simulation, calibrated to the heavy ion response, is used to analyze the MBU response for an example space environment. The probability of MBU decreases as the event grows in size.
Section II presents the experimental detail including a description of the tested technology and results from heavy-ion irradiations. Section III is a discussion of the experimental results that includes an analysis of the MBU events and presents simulation results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Devices
The devices tested in this work were fabricated in a Texas Instruments (TI) 65 nm bulk CMOS process. The test die con-0018-9499/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE tained three SRAM designs: 2 Mbit of performance-optimized SRAM (HP), 2 Mbit of density-optimized SRAM (HD-A), and 4 Mbit of a different density-optimized SRAM (HD-B). All three designs operated at 1.2 V. The nominal n-well bias was 0.7 V for this test die. The die was bonded directly to a test board so that no packaging would obstruct the beam at oblique angles of incidence. An FPGA-based tester was used to write and read the memory between irradiations [8] .
Irradiations were carried out at several angles of incidence. The board was rotated about both the x-axis and y-axis, making two distinct die orientations to the beam. The orientations of the die will be described with respect to the SRAM layout. The layout of the SRAM array results in alternating columns of n-MOS and p-MOS devices. From a macroscopic view, the chip is laid out with alternating columns of n-wells (containing p-MOS devices) and p-wells (containing n-MOS devices). Fig. 1 illustrates the orientation. The alternating shaded and clear columns represent the wells of the device. Rotation about the x-axis is referred to as "along the wells" rotation because ions incident at this orientation move along the long length of the wells. Y-axis rotation is referred to as "against the wells" because ions incident at these angles are perpendicular to the well lengths. Additionally, the cell pitch plays an important roll in the SEE response. For these cells, the cell pitch in the againstthe-wells direction is twice the pitch of the along-the-wells direction.
B. Heavy Ion Irradiations
Irradiations were carried out at Texas A&M University's Cyclotron Institute. Three 15 MeV/nucleon ions were used: Ne (299 MeV), Ar (596 MeV), and Kr (1248 MeV). The test board was mounted in the ion beam path and room temperature irradiations were performed at three angles: 0 , 45 , and 79 . The 79 angle was the largest angle such that the chip was not shadowed by the test setup. The die was irradiated in both orientations: along the wells and against the wells. Fig. 1 shows the board setup and axes of rotation. As the angle of incidence increases, the incident ions pass through more of the overlayers above the active silicon surface. The LET for each ion at the surface of the device and the estimated LETs at the silicon interface for each angle of incidence are listed in Table I .
The FPGA-tester was used to write the bits before irradiation and read them after it. The logical addresses of the errors were recorded at the end of each exposure. The addresses were decoded so the physical location on the die could be determined. The SEU locations were analyzed to locate SBU and MBU events.
The single event upset (SEU) cross section is the uncorrelated bit upset cross section for all bit upsets from SBU and (1) at the bottom of the page, where is the number of MBU events with -bits upset, and is the fluence. Note, fluence is not corrected for angle. This definition of cross section is the same as the "U-type" cross section defined by Edmonds et al. [9] , [10] . SEU cross sections of the HD-B memory are shown in Fig. 2 for both device orientations. The cross section data in Fig. 2 are shown at each ion's incident LET (i.e., LET is not converted to effective LET based on the angle of incidence). The SRAM exhibits a cross section that increases with LET. The cross section varies little with angle (1) and orientation for each ion type, except for Ne at the highest angle of rotation in the against-the-wells direction.
An MBU event is defined as two or more physically adjacent bits failing in the same static memory read. Such events are also termed multiple-cell upsets (MCU) to distinguish MBU from multiple failures in a data word. Bits were considered to be physically adjacent for bit upsets in adjacent rows, adjacent columns, or both rows and columns (i.e., diagonal bits). The MBU event cross section is the event cross section for 2-bit upsets and larger, with each MBU event counting as one event, independent of the number of bits upset.
is given by (2) Fig. 3 shows the MBU event cross section for the HD-B memory. Low fluence exposures were used to reduce the likelihood of an MBU event from two separate ions. Approximately 200-800 errors were recorded for each irradiation with each point representing 3-5 irradiations. Run-to-run variation in the cross section is small enough that the error bars have been omitted for clarity.
increases with LET for both axes of rotation. Like , the cross section increases with angle. is comparable to implying a high probability of MBU.
III. DISCUSSION
A. HD-B
Because all three of the memory designs show qualitatively similar trends in and , only the HD-B memory will be discussed. The single-bit upset cross section is given by the first term in the summation in (1) and can be written as (3) plotted in Fig. 4 versus LET for both device orientations. The cross sections in Fig. 4 show a range of responses. The and vary over an order of magnitude for Ne. The orientation of the device strongly influences the heavy ion response for ions with low LET. At higher LET values, the device is less sensitive to device orientation for both SBU and MBU.
Figs. 23-4 illustrate the impact of device orientation relative to the incident heavy ions. The cell area, on the order of cm , is comparable to the in Fig. 2 at the lowest LET. Sufficient charge generation in a nearby cell may lead to upset. The comparable cell area and cross section implies that events initiated at almost any location are capable of depositing sufficient charge to upset the cell. The layout of this particular cell design is approximately twice as long as it is wide and yields a cell pitch in the against-the-wells direction that is twice the cell pitch in the along-the-wells direction. The cell pitch affects the probability of MBU, as discussed below.
B. Probability of MBU
The probability of MBU is the fraction of events that result in MBU. The probability can be written as (4) Fig. 5 . The probability of MBU is plotted for the against the wells orientation (left) and the along the wells orientation (right). The probability approaches 100% at large angles of incidence because the ion trajectories travel through more cells. The against the wells rotations exhibit lower probability for lightly ionizing ions because they produce less charge and the cell pitch is larger for these rotations.
where and are the total number of MBU events and SBU events, respectively. The probability of MBU increases when devices scale to smaller dimensions. The increase in MBU probability is a reliability concern for error correction because multiple errors are more difficult to correct. Fig. 5 shows the MBU probability for rotation against-the-wells (left) and along the wells (right). At large angles, MBU probabilities approach 100% for both orientations. The trajectories of the incident ions at grazing angles are nearly parallel to the SRAM array and the ions interact with more cells, increasing the probability of MBU. The Ne ions show the lowest probabilities when rotating against the wells. The probability is reduced because of the ion's low LET and larger cell pitch in the against the wells direction. Device orientation strongly impacts the MBU probability for the more lightly ionizing Ne.
C. MBU Dimension
By convention, the size of MBU events is characterized by the number of affected bit (e.g., 2-bit, 3-bit, 4-bit, etc.). However, this does not detail the shape of the MBU event or the spatial distribution of the upsets. For the purpose of the present discussion, a better metric of size is the affected area in dimensions of rows and columns. In this manner, the dimension of an MBU event can be written as (5) where is the number of affected rows and is the number of affected columns. Note that in Fig. 1 the columns run parallel to the wells while rows run perpendicular to them. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of MBU dimensions for Ar at 0 . The bars represent the counts for each dimension normalized to all events. The majority of events are 1 1 single-bit upsets. Single and double-bit upsets account for 98% of all events at this orientation.
In order to examine the worst case MBU response, the device was rotated to a grazing angle. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of MBU events for the Ar ion at the 79 grazing angle with ions incident in the along-the-wells direction. The majority of events at this orientation are single column events. This is consistent with the direction of incident particles. In the along-the-wells orientation, the trajectories of the heavy ions are in the direction of the long length of the columns, traversing multiple rows. The resulting MBU events are characterized by many affected rows and few affected columns. For the ion and orientation in Fig. 7 , the largest events affect up to 15 rows.
For comparison to the along-the-wells orientation in Fig. 7 , the against-the-wells orientation is shown in Fig. 8 . The MBU response in Fig. 8 is shown for the same ion, Ar, and the same angle of incidence, 79 , but the device was rotated to the againstthe-wells orientation. In this orientation, the ions' trajectories are perpendicular to the wells and parallel to the long length of the rows, traversing multiple columns. Fig. 8 . Normalized counts of MBU events for Ar at worst case 79 in the against the wells direction are shown for the number of affected rows and columns. The trajectory of heavy ions is parallel to the rows in this direction. Fig. 9 . The probability of an event for omni-directional galactic cosmic rays heavy ions is shown for one-and two-column events. Single-bit upsets account for approximately 90% of all events with low probability for the largest events in the space environment.
MBU events in the against-the-wells orientation are smaller than those in the along-the-well orientation. These events are smaller because the cell pitch in the against-the-wells direction is double the cell pitch in the other direction. Ions incident in this orientation must travel a longer distance between cells. Additionally, in the along-the-well orientation charge can be confined to a single well (refer to Fig. 1 ). Long path lengths through the wells can lead to greater charge sharing and modulation of the well potential [11] , [12] . In the against-the-wells orientation, the ion's path is separated by the alternating wells and less charge sharing takes place.
D. Simulation
For the two different device orientations, the along-the-wells direction exhibits the largest MBU events while the against-thewells direction shows small clustering of events. While large events are achievable at large grazing angles, the 0 and 45 rotations exhibit smaller events. Simulation was used to estimate the MBU response in a space environment based on the experimental data described above. A high-fidelity three-dimensional technology computer aided design (TCAD) structure was created for the HD-B SRAM device. The structure was created using the SRAM layout and back-end-of-line (BEOL) information. The structure incorporated all geometries and materials-including metal interconnects, vias, passivation layers, etc.-of the physical SRAM die. High-energy transport simulation was performed using MRED [13] , [14] . MRED is a Monte Carlo transport code based on the Geant4 libraries [15] . These libraries model the transport of radiation through matter. The TCAD model of a single cell was imported and duplicated into an array of devices.
A detailed set of multiple sensitive volumes was placed inside of each SRAM cell. The sensitive volumes approximate the regions of the cell that are sensitive to generated charge and they are calibrated by use of TCAD simulations and comparison to data. A full discussion of the sensitive volume-definition process can be found in [16] [17] [18] . The sensitive volume dimensions and locations are determined by the physical layout, such as the edges of transistors of the SRAM cells, and characteristics of the CMOS process, such as diffusion and well boundary depths. The sensitive volumes are placed in and around the transistors of the cell where charge collection leads to upset.
Each volume is assigned a charge collection efficiency that represents the fraction of charge deposited in the volume that will be collected on the node of the transistor. This value is related to the position of the sensitive volume relative to the sensitive transistor. For example, sensitive volumes representing diffusions have a charge collection efficiency of approximately 100% because they will collect nearly all charge deposited in them. Sensitive volumes farther from the diffusions have lower charge collection efficiencies because not all of the charge in these regions will be collected by the transistor.
The charge deposition caused by heavy ions was simulated using the same test conditions used in collecting the experimental data. Each event was analyzed to determine the location and spatial distribution of MBU events in the SRAM array. The MRED model was calibrated to the experimental data by adjusting the location, size, and charge collection efficiency of each collection volume. The simulations were calibrated for all ions at both orientations and all angles of incidence for which experimental data were available.
As an example, the ion spectrum from a space environment (geosynchronous orbit) was simulated. The spectrum, taken from CREME 96 and transported through 100 mils of aluminum using the CREME 96 TRANS algorithm, includes ions with atomic numbers of 1 to 92. The spectrum was implemented as in [19] . Each ion spectrum was simulated over a distribution of energies and the direction of each event randomized to simulate omni-directional irradiation. Each event was analyzed for SEU, SBU, and MBU using the same criteria as the experimental data in Figs. 2-8 . Since the simulations are calibrated to the experimental data, but consider all angles, particle types, and energies, they allow extension of the data set to a realistic space environment. Error rate predictions are not considered in this work. Fig. 9 shows the probability of an MBU event in the GEO spectrum. The probabilities are shown for one-and two-column events. Single-bit upsets account for approximately 90% of all events. Of the remaining events, small dimensions dominate the MBU response. The probability decreases exponentially as the event dimensions grows with nine-row upsets accounting for one in every events. While large events are measured during broad-beam tests, the probability of these large events in this heavy-ion rich environment is low.
IV. CONCLUSION
Heavy ion irradiations of bulk silicon 65 nm CMOS SRAMs are reported. The SEU cross section is comparable to the total cell area at the lowest LET, implying a device sensitive to charge generation at any point in the cell. Irradiations show that the MBU response depends on the orientation of the device. The direction of the incident ion with respect to the layout of the cell is important. While for the devices in this work exhibit little dependence on the orientation of the device, the shape and spatial distribution of MBU events changes with orientation. The largest MBU events are realized when heavy ions are incident at grazing angles along the n-and p-wells of the device. The MBU response must be tested at different device orientations in order to evaluate the response accurately. The overall response should be considered as a combination of different device orientations.
MRED simulation has been calibrated to heavy ion irradiations using high fidelity physical models of the irradiated SRAM cell. The simulation methodology presented here accounts for the orientation dependences through calibration to experimental data. The heavy ion spectrum from a geosynchronous orbit is reported for MRED simulations of the SRAM cell. Single-bit upsets account for 90% of all events with exponentially decreasing probabilities as MBU dimension increases.
